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Prologue
The Fourth Wall

In the theater, there’s a fourth wall. It spans the stage,
creating an invisible barrier between audience and
actor. The rule is clear. The fourth wall should never be
broken.

But some of my favorite viewing moments are when
that boundary is crashed through. The time that Jimmy
Fallon desperately tries to maintain his deadpan face,
fails, and begins to laugh uncontrollably with the crowd.

The Saturday Night Live sketch which renders the
actors unable to speak because they are doubled over
giggling, and we roar right along with them. For a
moment we are connected, laughing at the same joke.
We’re human, reachable, flawed, imperfect, real.

The wall is put back up immediately. Rehearsed faces
return to the written script. But now, we have glimpsed
what’s behind, and it can never be unseen. 
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Chapter One
Someone Yell Cut

I can’t remember exactly when I realized there was a
fourth wall of motherhood. Wedged along the perfectly
manicured front yards. Hiding the marionette strings
moving us from drop-off to pick-up. Masking the
reality of what goes on behind closed doors. We are
highly skilled actresses, capable of uttering "knock it
off or you won’t see your iPhone for a week" through
lips that don’t move and a grin that fakes having it
together.

“How are you?” I obligatorily call out with a forced
smile, not pausing for a response.

“Just great!” you automatically reply while jumping in
the van, a wake of kids, sports equipment and stress
spilling from behind.

For the first couple of years, I kept waiting for
the director to yell “cut” and all the mamas would
simultaneously exhale and say "ok, let’s talk about
what this is really like!” We’d laugh, open a bottle of
wine, kick off our shoes and let it all out.
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But the act never seems to end.  We are caught in
a perpetual scene that plays over and over. So
check the gate. The time has come to tear down the
fourth wall of motherhood.  
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Chapter Two
Let’s Tear This Sucker Down

There are many moments, as a mama, that make you
realize it might be more advantageous to invest in a
family therapy fund instead of saving for your kiddos
college tuition. Funny, honest, often embarrassing,
sometimes heartbreaking times when we just plain
screw-up as a mom. Quickly we shove these failures
behind that fourth wall to make sure no one has seen.
   
The crack in my wall began as I started sharing some
of my stories with other mamas. Hilarious, but not
flattering tales. The time I discovered my four year
old, after standing to pee, had taken to rinsing his
hands by plunging them directly into the bowl. The
helpless experience of watching my five year old exit
the van for preschool, only to discover she was
sauntering down the walkway in bright red “lady of
the night” boots. The memory of an angry woman’s
face as my child loudly told her she was in “quite a
mood” while in the women’s bathroom.

Mixed with the comedic tales, I began to expose the
darker side of motherhood.  The days I existed on 
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coffee, wine and a chaser of tears because it all
became too much. The devastating blow when our
child was diagnosed with Tourette’s syndrome.
Coping with the illness of a parent, while still needing
to be a mama to four kiddos. The exhausting, daily
struggle to be a present mom, attentive wife, good
employee and decent human being, without
splintering into a million fractured pieces.

I waited for the condemnation and the judgment.
Which blog post would evoke a slew of negative
comments, criticizing my imperfection. Instead, I
found mamas laughing, relieved, sharing their own
screw-ups and struggles, while saying “Thank
goodness, I’ve been there too!”  

So I thought - What the heck! Let’s tear this sucker
down.
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Chapter Three
Teetering on the Edge of Insanity in

My Birthday Suit

An alarm clock’s job is to annoy and provoke
action, and mine delivered. On this particular
Monday, I awoke to its frantic blaring, my head
throbbing from the eighty-fifth night of interrupted
sleep. I could hear my infant son fussing in the
monitor and knew in seconds, the loud pounding
from two pairs of feet, and the shuffle of a
crawling one year old, would join in the
noisemaking.  

My journey from zero to four children, is a tale of
miracles, trials, devastation and joy, but that’s one
I’ll save for another day. In this moment, I needed
to get my two older children, ages eight and six,
dressed and to school, because Monday morning
waits for no mama. Let the dance begin.

Behind door number one, my nose was instantly
assaulted by a combination of over-saturated
diaper and stale formula. Still too young to smile,
his eyes told the story, “She’s here! The mama is
here!”
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I scooped up his tiny, still burritoed, body and held
it against mine. He burrowed in. There is no
moment I miss more, as my children grow. That
instant when they nestle into your neck. Tiny
fingers grasping undone hair. If unspeakable joy
were a noun.

My autopilot kicked in. Diaper changed. Peed
through jammies discarded. Window shades
snapped up. Done. Onto the second room. The
next crib.

My youngest two kiddos are twelve months apart.
Irish twins, separated by a onsie size. The oldest
of the “twins” was our miracle baby. After years of
infertility treatments, we adopted two children.
First our son and next our daughter, and together
we created the perfect foursome. Life was
complete. My heart was filled.

Then, one ordinary day, four years later, this
surprise boldly announced her presence, as I
repeatedly heaved the contents of my stomach
into the toilet. It was the cherry on top for our
already blessed family. A once in a life-time 
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occurrence and delicious irony to the gaggle of
doctors who had definitively said “you can’t.” 

When child number three was the ripe old age of
four months, I started not feeling well...again.
Indigestion, that I worried into the stomach flu,
which preposterously grew into a fetus.

This permanently removed the word “can’t” from
our family vocabulary, and caused my husband to
fall over when, after dinner, I casually announced
that the sixth chair around the table would soon
be occupied.

With my seat filler blissfully resting on my
shoulder, I approached the crib where my 13
month old daughter stood, fingers grasping the
slats. She had yet to take her first steps but was
determined to stand for as long as her grip
allowed.

I suppose I was partially to blame for her lack of
mobility. When my oldest took his first steps, it felt
like Christmas Eve. I could barely sleep, so
anxious to watch him do it again. My digital
camera captured every moment.
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When my second child took her first steps, it was
still exciting. We were at the beach, snapped a
few photos, all while chasing a three year old and
chuckling about how crazy life was about to
become.  

But, by the time the third child comes along, you
are literally pushing those chubby legs back down
at any attempt they make to go vertical. You have
now learned that nothing good comes from
mastering the skill that allows them to freely roam.

It did cause an interesting dilemma though, as I
was already holding one infant and needed to
grab another. My six year old stirred behind me.
She shared the room with the drooling pre-toddler.

“You look like you could use a snuggle from a tiny
brother,” I called to her in a silly voice and plopped
the squirming bundle onto her bed. She giggled
and reached over to tickle his cheek.

I picked up the one year old and autopilot
resumed. Change diaper, jammies, pull-up
shades, rinse, repeat.  
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I settled all four kiddos in front of the television to
grab a three minute shower, the maximum
amount of time that could pass without injury or
mass destruction.

I was rinsing my hair when the phone rang. “What
the……..?” I growled. Who calls at 7am?

I stepped out, dripping water all over the bathroom
floor, and grabbed the phone. It was my husband.

“Did you remember that the pest control company
is coming this morning?” he asked politely. I could
hear the music playing soothingly in his quiet, kid
free car, and he was, no doubt, sipping a hot
coffee.

He waited patiently for my response, but I was too
busy mopping up the water covered tile and
swallowing my bitter resentment to answer.

“The truck pulled up as I was leaving, so he is
probably at the door waiting.”

“Of course I remembered,” I snapped, and
promptly hung-up.
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“How incompetent do you think I am?” I muttered to
myself as I exploded from the bathroom, half
toweled and irritated. I hadn’t remembered, but that
was beside the point. I could barely recall all four
children’s birthdays on any given morning. Being
expected to memorize the exterminator’s work
schedule seemed beyond the call of duty.  

I scrambled to grab a pair of sweatpants, quickly
threw a zip-up sweatshirt over my tank top, and
pulled my wet hair into a bun. I’m sure the effect was
stunning. Every time I blocked the view of the TV
screen, a cry of protest erupted from the children.
  
“Oh pipe down,” I retorted with all the love my
exhausted mama heart could grant.  I grabbed two
babies, one on each hip and rapidly descended the
stairs.

The bug guy, as he was affectionately called in my
house, was standing at the side door. The babies
clung to either side of me as I fumbled to unlock and
invite him in.  We stood, for a good five minutes, and
exchanged small talk.  
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“How are things Mrs. Diaz?”
Great, I haven’t slept in weeks and I want to curl up
in the fetal position with a sippy cup of wine.

"Is this the new baby?"
One is new, the other is newer. Can’t remember
which is which this morning.  

"Any problems that I should be aware of?”
I haven’t had any coffee yet. My head feels like it’s
filled with cotton and I spontaneously burst into tears
when I watch the Folger’s commercial where the
soldier surprises his family. Take your pick.

Finally, he smiled, grabbed his equipment and
headed down to the basement. Arms burning, I
hauled the babies back up the stairs and into my
bedroom.

"Kids, time to..."  My words stopped short. I stared in
disbelief, a cold fear washing over my body.  

There, in front of me, on the ironing board, lay my
tank top, waiting patiently to be pressed. But that
was impossible. If my tank top was over there, then
what….?
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I looked down. Oh crap! Quick glance back at the
ironing board, then back down. Oh double crap!!

I had on sweat pants, a zip-up sweatshirt, pulled
only to my belly button, and no tank top, as I stood,
with a baby on each hip, talking to the bug guy for
the past five minutes.

I made a slow turn to the mirror, willing my reflection
to dispel my growing horror, but to no avail. My
cleavage baring image returned the gaze.
 
Horrified, I plunked the squirming babies onto the
bed and scoured the closet for a turtleneck and
winter coat to accompany me on the walk of shame
back down the stairs. He was waiting in the kitchen
with my receipt. I couldn't meet his eyes as he kindly
wished me a good rest of my day. I managed a brief
wave, closed behind him and sank weakly to the
floor. There was nothing left to do but laugh. 

You might be wondering, why do I share these
stories with other people? Partly as a helpful tip for
mamas looking to gain more support from their
exterminator. My service, since that day, has been
exceptional. Technicians randomly show up just to
check on me.
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But beyond the comedy, lies a serious concern.
There has never been a generation of moms who
are stretched so thin, overly committed, and on the
verge of breaking down. We survive each day,
bolstered by large quantities of coffee. Endure the
rotating cycle of mom, wife, taxi driver, employee,
sport’s coach, girl scout leader, and classroom party
planner. Then numb the experience with several
glasses of wine. When did the words survive and
endure become the common verbs to describe
motherhood? 

The expectation is that we do it all, without dropping
the ball, or forgetting our clothes, and when we fail
to meet this impossible goal, we make sure to hide it
from the world. We all have had sleep deprived
moments with pest control, but that fourth wall of
motherhood makes us feel like we are the only one
teetering on the edge of insanity in our birthday suit.

The toll that it’s taking is frightening. Stress and
anxiety disorders, health issues, depression, and
addictions are at an all-time high. The divorce rates
are staggering. As long as the wall remains intact,
this destructive trend will continue to rise.
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Chapter Four
You Are Not Enough

My desire to kick down this fourth wall of
motherhood began to fester even before I had
children. At the time, my mom had been
diagnosed with terminal cancer. We were several
failed years into the infertility process. The
ministry I was running was paradoxically running
me. I found myself in a deep, soul sucking valley.
Ever been there?

One day I went out to lunch with a pastor friend.
Over the course of the meal he asked how I was
doing. My rehearsed response was
always “Everything is great!” with a wink and a
smile. Because that’s what we are trained to do.
The question gets asked, but it’s rhetorical. No
one wants to know how we really are.

I don’t know if it was the fact that he was a pastor,
or I was simply so tired, I couldn’t hold the wall up
for another minute.

“Not great,” I confessed. I briefly divulged what 
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was going on in my life and found it mildly cathartic.
Intriguing! I thought. Maybe being honest and open
has some merit.

My friend listened attentively, then smiled and said, “I
know the perfect scripture for you.”

Wow! The value of sharing your load needs to get
more air time, I noted and sat back, waiting to be
filled with a verse that would soothe and sustain me.

He opened his Bible and turned to Jeremiah 12:5.  

Interesting choice.

He began to read:

“If you have raced with men on foot and they
have worn you out,
How can you compete with horses?
If you stumble in safe country,
How can you manage in thickets by the Jordan?”

I choked slightly on my glass of water. “Well, that
was….” I struggled to find the words, gave up, and
instead blurted, “Seriously? Why would you share 
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that with me after everything I just told you.”
Mentally I made a note to brush up on my
“everything’s fine” line and locate some new friends.

He closed the Bible, looked directly into my eyes,
and said, “Jenn, life is stressful. If you are having
trouble coping now, what are you going to do when
things really get tough?”

The rest of lunch was a blur, as the verse settled
into my soul with not so subtle shades of
foreshadowing.

The full meaning of Jeremiah 12:5 revealed itself
once I had kiddos and it became glaringly apparent
that Jeremiah had followed God’s command to
never marry or have children, otherwise the verse
would have read:

If you have raced with men on foot and they have
worn you out,
how can you compete with a racing toddler who is
convinced he doesn’t want a nap?

If you stumble in safe country,
how will you manage the assault of
attitude launched by a sullen preteen?
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It didn't matter how many baby books I read, nothing
adequately communicated the perpetual state of
exhaustion you experience during motherhood. In
the beginning, it’s caused by midnight feedings and
diaper changes. The brain fog continues through 
bad dreams and thunderstorms and culminates with
sleepovers and missed curfews.

My sleep deprivation resulted in my flashing service
technicians, for goodness sake. And, the addition of
each child, only made it worse. Had my wardrobe
malfunction happened after my last kiddo, I probably
would have shrugged and mumbled,
“whatever...hope you enjoyed the show,” while
stumbling in the direction of the coffee maker.

But, Jeremiah's words offer a jarring heads-up to
tired mamas. As stressful as the day to day of
motherhood is, on top of that, life altering moments
are going to happen.The cancer diagnosis. A
marriage in crisis. Behavior issues of a child. The
phone call that kicks you in the gut, leaving you
unable to breathe.

The verse is a frank reminder. If you are struggling
to manage now, you need to equip yourself to be
able to cope when things really get tough.
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And not equipped in the disturbing mantra being
perpetuated through blog posts and a myriad of self-
help books. We are inundated with this false notion
that says “You are enough.You have everything you
need inside yourself.”

Here’s my word for you today: It’s bull. You are not
enough.

Pause. Gasp! What did she just say? (Psst - I
thought she was a motivational speaker?)

It’s a lie. It’s destructive. And, I’m calling it out for
what it is.

Don't get me wrong. You are a beautiful, fearfully
and wonderfully made mama, designed in brilliant
detail by God himself. But you alone, are not
enough.

The more we keep hearing that we should be, the
more we hide behind that wall. Isolated,
we wrestle with the question “If I am enough, why do
I feel like I am about to fall apart?”  
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“By yourself you’re unprotected.
With a friend you can face the worst.
Can you round up a third?
A three-strand cord isn’t easily snapped.”
Ecclesiastes 4:12 (The Message)

This verse is our lifeline. It’s impossible to do this
mama thing without back-up. We need to laugh with
each other. Support one another. Be transparent
and real. Study the Word together.

And, we need God. I rarely write a sentence that
doesn’t contain humor or sarcasm. Let this be the
first. My relationship with God, plain and simple, is
the only thing that keeps me standing.  

“I am the vine, you are the branches.  
If you remain in me and I in you, you will bear
much fruit; apart from me you can do nothing.”
John 15:5

Apart from Him, I can do nothing. I am nothing. I am
not enough.
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Chapter Five
Girlfriends and God

Realistically, we know we need to connect with
other mamas and get into the Word, but it’s nearly
impossible to find the time. I rarely go to the
bathroom by myself, let alone find time for coffee
with a girlfriend or to be part of a Bible study.

Each morning unfolds the same way. I wake
up with the sun, go through five rounds of “I have
nothing to wear” with a nine year old,
wrestle pants on a four year old, drop off, pick up,
conquer sixth grade math, analyze the girl drama
at recess, decode the grunts and nods from my
preteen and on occasion, remove peas from body
parts which were never meant to hold
round, squishy roughage.    

After all that, do you know what my favorite time
of day is? The moment when the kids
are finally tucked in bed. I pour myself a glass of
wine and sit down to enjoy a few moments of
peace in front of the TV or with a good book.  It’s
absolute bliss. My sanity, if you will.  
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When I look at my schedule, it seems like every
moment is accounted for and there is absolutely no
time left for girlfriends and God. Then I got
the nudge.

Oh no, God. NO WAY! Not my glass of wine and me
time. I have earned that time. I NEED that time. And
do you know what He had the nerve to say?

You need me more.

And He was right. So I sent out an e-mail to some
mama friends, offering up my house and sacred
time with the fermented grape, to host a Bible study.
I expected three or four to respond. 27 RSVP's later,
I realized that we all desperately craved the same
thing.

I could sense God was in this thing, but frankly, the
timing couldn’t have been worse.  It was December,
the peak of Christmas craziness, as well as the
busiest time for me at work, and my dad was
scheduled for open heart surgery. Darn you
Jeremiah 12:5. I’m tired of running with these
horses. The Bible study was slated to begin mid-
January. What the heck was I going to do with 27
women?  
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If I am being honest, I am a Bible study drop-out, so
it was a bit baffling that God felt the need to call me
to lead one. Don’t get me wrong, I always start with
the best of intentions, but all the studies are
designed the same way.

The first step is watching a 20-30 minute video,
which despite its great content, my mind wanders to
my to do list and if the kids needs sneakers for gym
the next day. Then, you break into groups. I love
this, except the questions revolve around the video
and the homework from the week
before. That brings me to the final nail in my
coffin. Five days of homework a week!

As a busy mama, I struggle to find a consistent time
built into my day, where I get into the Word. Some
days the best I do is a three minute devotional app
that I read while applying mascara in my cramped
bathroom. Not exactly Spirit filled moments,
especially if my husband was in there moments
before!

But the beginning of any new Bible study, I really try.
The first two days I dig into the homework, so proud
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of myself. Then the third day, life happens, and I
convince myself I’ll catch up tomorrow.

The second week doesn’t get any better and by the
third week, I am so far behind, I show up, smile, and
nod a lot. Add in the nights I miss because my kids
have practice, and I am completely in the drop-out
zone!

There I stood, searching for the perfect study for 27
amazing women. Rows of great topics, gifted
authors, but all the same format. Video, discussion,
five days a week of homework. I started to feel
anxious. My palms began to sweat. I could feel the
defeat building in me before we even started.

And then it hit me. What we needed was the "Couch
to 5K" for Bible studies.  Allowing mamas to build up
to the level where they are in the Word each day.
When you train to run your first 5K, you don’t start
running five days a week. You build slowly. Develop
your core and then push further.

But search as I might, this type of study didn’t exist.
The nudge from God returned. You need to create
one.  
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Sure God, I incredulously responded. I’ll just whip
one up. I also thought I might develop the cure for
the common cold in between soccer practice and art
class. I was certain God would realize He had
tapped the wrong mama. I waited for God to revoke
His command, but He seemed unmoved by my
sarcasm.

The time had come to trust His plan. The topic on
my heart was “What is God’s purpose for our lives,
beyond being a mom and wife?” I bought a dozen
books on the subject, generously applied sticky
notes, and began to write. The study featured funny
and real stories and some much needed girlfriend
time.   

The first week of the Bible study arrived. We moved
the furniture out of the living room, brought in 30
chairs and I waited, much like a girl ready for prom,
unsure if her date will show-up. Of course, everyone
says they will come, but we know how that goes.
Sick kid, long day, someone has practice.

8pm rolled around and in the door they came...and
came…and came. Filling up the corners of my
house. Real stories. Belly laughs. Authentic pain.
Unspeakable joy.
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I stepped back and watched God tear down the
fourth wall of motherhood in one mighty blow.

So that’s how it’s done, I marveled.  

Week after week they came back and God showed
up. Exposing the purpose He had intentionally
designed for our lives. Gently reminding us that He
created every passion, dream and desire that lived
within.

Women began making bold decisions. Stepping out
in faith. I watched the dust settle from the wall that
lay in pieces around us, and in its place stood an
unbreakable bond and renewed faith.

When the eight weeks ended, March blew in, and
with it, the busy spring sport season. The mamas in
my group continued to connect and share over a
private Facebook page, but no longer were available
to meet on a weekly basis. The brief winter pause of
motherhood had ended.

I felt God nudging me again.  

But I’m tired, I whined.  
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The prodding continued with several obvious signs
of what He planned for me to do next. 

Haven’t I earned a little break? I pleaded sweetly,
hoping my charm would sway Almighty God. There’s
a verse in Psalm 139:3 that mentions God is familiar
with all my ways. I have no doubt that my eternal
Father rolls His eyes when using me for His purpose
and says “I’ll wait. Let me know when you’re finished
Jenn.” I sheepishly acknowledged I was ready to
listen.

God had laid out a clear path. The next step was to
recreate the Bible study, virtually, so that mamas,
who were so busy running kids to baseball, karate
and ballet, could still participate. Helping them to
reclaim their laughter, faith and joy.

Whether you are a “Devo on the Go” reader (my
weekly blog) or we connect over Facebook or
Instagram, we are mamas on a shared journey,
relating through social media. So it was intriguing to
think, why couldn’t the same platform be used to
facilitate a weekly Bible study?

The thing I love about Jesus, in addition to the fact
that he saved my sarcastic mama life, is that when  



he taught, he used the medium of storytelling, to
effectively communicate God's message. Parables
that were thought provoking, provided instruction
and easily passed from one person to the next.

Social media is the medium communicating to this
generation. We blog, comment, Facebook and
Instagram our lives. Stories are shared
instantaneously. Millions of people participate in
educational e-courses, inspiring TED talks and
online fitness programs. It’s time to use this
powerful tool for the work of the Kingdom.  

So here is the next phase of the adventure, and I
hope you join me! B-Study on the Go, a virtual Bible
study, that we will do together. For six weeks at a
time, we’ll dive in. Short, funny, yet powerful videos
you can watch anywhere from your phone, tablet or
laptop. Digging Deeper worksheets that help you
think, focus and pray. A private Facebook
community where we will connect, chat about the
lesson and get to know each other. 

We’ll check in from soccer fields and school pick-up
lines, arm chairs at the end of a long day and
bathrooms in desperate need of cleaning. In those
wasted moments that we spend waiting for 
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everyone else, we will laugh, pray and tap into
God’s love and amazing plans for our lives. A
movement that will crush the fourth wall of
motherhood, once and for all. So what do you say?
Brick by brick, let’s tear it down.

And just in case a fragment of wall remains intact,
I’ll leave you with one last mama tale.
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With a preteen in the house, we have been forced
to step inside the swirling, black hole of social
media. The house rules are that accounts are
monitored daily and you must friend request your
mama. I have been informed that I am the ONLY
mom in America lame enough to do this. I enjoy
being a trendsetter.

One afternoon, I glanced at my son’s phone to find
a message from an unfamiliar area code. It read “I
texted you about the Dallas/Philly game. Same deal
as before, no charge. What kind of fire do you have
on the Tampa game?”

My blood turned to ice and my brain splintered in
two horrifying directions. I either had a twelve year
old with a gambling addiction, or a predator was
contacting my child. Neither were good options, so I
leapt into action. My son was away, and although it
would have made sense to simply wait and ask him
about it, I was in full-blown mama warrior mode.  

In 60 minutes, I had completed a full background
search and discovered this was a 57 year old male 
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Chapter Six
Gambing Gamblers from California



from California, who had lived in three states in the
past 20 years. I knew his shoe size, the side of the
bed he liked to sleep on and I was convinced he
was a pedophile, even though his name didn’t show
up on any of the three registries I ran it through. I
invested $30 in police reports, built a family tree
tracking his movements across the US and was
contemplating what department of the FBI to
contact, when my son arrived home.

With shaking hands, I showed him the text and after
briefly reading it, he shook his head and said, “I
have no idea what this means.”  

I took a deep breath and sternly said, “You need to
tell me how this person got your number.”

He looked baffled. "Mom, it's a wrong number."

Frustratingly, my son seemed calm and
unconcerned. He obviously had not been
introduced to any movies on Lifetime. I launched
into a synopsis of the most recent one I had seen.
“This creepy guy starts to build your trust. He makes
you think he is a kid who loves gaming, just like
you…..”
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My son’s laughter cut me off. “So now he’s a
gamer? Mom, seriously. You are losing it.”

Mocking a mama, especially one who spent the
past hour convincing herself of a sinister kidnapping
plot, is never advised. I was determined to scare
this kid straight.  

“I just don’t want to be the parent that has to go
down and identify their kid from the morgue.”  

My son looked perplexed “What’s a morgue?”

Doesn't tune into Lifetime and now, no exposure to
CSI. What did this kid watch?

"It’s the place where mothers go to identify the body
of their child who was lured away by some crazy
gaming, gambler from California!” The rant ended in
a loud, hysterical shriek.

He chuckled nervously and looked a bit concerned.
Quietly he said, “I’m going to go now. Ok mom?"  
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He appeared to be asking more about my mental
state than for permission. "I’ll just block that number
from my phone.” 

I took a deep breath in an attempt to lower my
skyrocketing blood pressure. Block the
number. Never thought of that.

$30 in background checks and a five inch binder
filled with notes. I may have gotten a tad bit carried
away.

“OK,” I called after him. “Good talk. And if you can
show me that phone blocking thing sometime, that
would be great.”

I could hear him return a phone call as he walked
up the steps. “Yeah, sorry I couldn't answer earlier. I
think my mom is going crazy.”

I collapsed in a chair and released a weak smile.
Yep, I am well on my way.  But, with the fourth wall
gone, at least I know I’ll be in some crazy, good
company.   
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